
6th Brigade JROTC IN-RANKS INSPECTION QUESTIONS SY 21-22
LET 2

The American Flag:

1. How many stripes are on the American Flag? Why? 13 Colonies

2. How many stars are on the American Flag? Why? 50 States

3. What does each color represent on the American Flag?
Red Hardiness and Valor
Blue Vigilance, Perseverance & Justice
White Purity and Innocence

General Information:

4. What law protects you for assisting an individual who is in distress? Good Samaritan Law

5. What is the difference between substance use and abuse?

Misuse of drinking, smoking or using drugs in a way that is more than casual and results
in  negative consequences- physical, mental and emotional- as an excuse for avoiding
conflict or  issues as well as fitting into a social situation.

6. What are some reasons why people use and abuse substances such as tobacco, alcohol and
Drugs?

Chemical Addiction, peer pressure, family issues, social pressure, problems with school
or  academic performance, avoiding a situation or using it to cover up or hide from
something  personal or physical.

7. How would you go about calling for help? What information would be most helpful in quickly
getting help to the victim?

Steps for calling 911 = If the victim's condition is life-threatening, give first aid first or
ask  someone else to call. Speak slowly and clearly; identify yourself and the phone
number from which  you are calling; Give the exact location of Individual needing help;
Describe what happened; Ask for advice; Hang up last.

Citizenship and the Constitution:

1. Name two people who wrote The Preamble.
❖ Alexander Hamilton
❖William Johnson
❖ Rufus King
❖ James Madison
❖ Governor Morris



2. Why was The Preamble written?
❖ To form a more perfect union
❖ Establish justice
❖ Insure domestic tranquility
❖ Provide for the common defense

3. What are the three branches of the United States Government? Legislative, Judicial, Executive

4. How do the powers granted or denied in the constitution result in a balance of power between
the three branches, and between the federal and state governments?

Laws and regulations do not rest with any one specific branch, that oversight of one
branch by  another is built into the constitution, and that the state and federal
governments possess specific  powers that the other does not possess.

5. Describe at least two responsibilities of citizens in a democratic society.
Citizenship responsibilities include any actions that engage citizens in social or political
action.  Social action involves working to protect citizens from arbitrary and unfair
actions of the  government. Political action involves participating in the governance of our
country at a local,  state, or national level. Citizens in the U.S. have the responsibility to
obey all laws, respect the  rights and the property of others, assist law enforcement
agencies in keeping laws, serve on a  jury, pay taxes, vote, be aware of civic issues, work
for constructive changes, help to save the  national resources, and contribute money and
effort to volunteer organizations.

First Aid:
1. What are the three types of snake venoms, and what do they do?

❖ Hemotoxins- digests tissue and blood cells
❖ Neurotoxins- affect the nervous system and cause death by paralyzing

❖ Cardiotoxins- affect the heart directly

2. In an evaluation of an injured person, what are the four life saving tips?
a. Open airway
b. Assess breathing
c. Assess circulation
d. Assess disability

3. What are the three types of bleeding?
❖ Arterial Bleeding- loss of blood from an artery
❖ Venous Bleeding- loss of blood from a vein
❖ Capillary Bleeding- loss of blood from capillaries



4. How do you control bleeding? Apply continuous, direct pressure

5. Describe a characteristic of first, second, and third degree burns.

❖ First Degree

i. Least severe, only injures top layer of skin

ii. Redden skin

iii. Mild swelling

❖ Second Degree
i. Involves deeper layer of skin
ii. Skin turns red or molten
iii. Appears moist or oozing from loss of fluids

❖ Third Degree

i. Deepest, most severe

ii. May look white or charred

iii. Often causes shock
iv. When healed, covered in scar tissue

6. What are symptoms of an allergic reaction to an insect bite or sting?

a. Extreme pain on sight of sting/bite
b. Itching and hives
c. Weakness
d. Anxiety
e. Headache
f. Difficulty breathing
g. Nausea and vomiting
h. Diarrhea
i. Collapse, shock, death from serious reaction

8. What are the 7 life-saving steps?

1. Check for consciousness
2. Check for breathing and heartbeat
3. Check for bleeding
4. Check for shock
5. Check for fractures
6. Check for burns
7. Check for head injury

7. What does CPR stand for? Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation.
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